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1) Primeval/Cosmic History. Dates??? In one of the strangest and most mysterious 

sections of scripture, there is a universal/cosmic account of things wherein God 
creates all things, including people, who rebel against God and fall away from God’s 
purposes.  

2) Patriarchs. Dates…2000-1500BC God does something wholly unexpected in that he 
begins to interact with the entire world by focusing on one person named Abraham, 
whose son Jacob-Israel will be the namesake of the nation, and it is through this one 
person and nation that God will bless the world.  

3) Exodus. 1600-1200BC Through a series of unfortunate events, Israel finds itself in 
slavery for centuries in Egypt, but God miraculously delivers them out and gives 
them the law to teach them how to be who they were created to be, and then he tries 
to lead them into the Promised Land. 

4) Joshua and Judges. 1300-1000BC Joshua finally leads Israel into the Promised 
Land, where they settle and live under a laissez-faire type system where they are kind 
of ruled by some people called judges but they might need a king. 

5) United Monarchy. 1040-930BC They get a king named Saul who isn’t great, a King 
named David who is mostly great and a King named Solomon who is great at first 
and then isn’t great, and under these three kings the people of Israel are united 
together.  

6) Divided Monarchy. 930-586BC The kingdom splits into north and south; the 
northern kingdom is referred to as Israel with its capital in Samaria, and the southern 
kingdom is referred to as Judah with its capital in Jerusalem. 

7) Northern Exile. 732BC The northern kingdom of Israel is defeated by Assyria and 
hauled away, never to return; this is, for the most part, the end of their history with 
the tribe of Judah now the only remaining lineage to ancient Israel. 

8) Southern Exile. 596/586-539BC. The southern kingdom of Judah is defeated by 
Babylon and hauled away into exile, but when Babylon is defeated by Persia, the 
Persian Empire lets the exiles go back to Judah and Jerusalem to rebuild the city and 
the temple under Ezra and Nehemiah.  


